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Newsom far ahead of rivals
VOTE 2018 » June’s California gubernatorial primary is
becoming a race for a runoff spot against front-runner
By JONATHAN J. COOPER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO — In California’s first incumbent-free race for
governor since voters switched to a
top-two primary system, nearly two
dozen candidates are jockeying for
a spot in the runoff, including five
Democrats and two Republicans
with deep pockets or experience in

politics. For now, the contest is a
race for second place.
Democrat Gavin Newsom is widely viewed as the front-runner, better
known and better funded than his rivals looking for one of two tickets to
the general election.
Newsom announced plans to run
for governor in 2018 almost immediately after winning re-election as
lieutenant governor four years ago

and has been running ever since to
replace Jerry Brown, who is barred
by term limits from seeking a fifth
term.
“He’s beaten his opponent to the
punch, be it on ideas, be it on message, be it on money. Being first.
Every Democrat in the race seems
to be playing catch up to him,” said
Bill Whalen, a research fellow at the
Hoover Institution at Stanford University and speechwriter for former
Republican Gov. Pete Wilson.
While they’ll all be on the same
ballot, they’re speaking to very dif-

ferent voters. Democrats are debating who is best qualified to stand
up for California against President
Donald Trump. Republicans are relentlessly hammering taxes and immigration.
But Republicans are facing division from within.
At a weekend convention in San
Diego in advance of the June 5 primary election, party delegates on
Sunday withheld an endorsement
in the governor’s race after neither
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ALBION » BRIDGE ON BORROWED TIME

Residents, state at odds
over timber trestle’s fate
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Giuliani:
Trump
can plead
the Fifth
Lawyer for president
raises new questions
with latest interview
By MARK LANDLER
AND NOAH WEILAND
NEW YORK TIMES
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Cars travel across the Albion River Bridge in Albion. The bridge was listed on the National Register of Historic Places last year.

Built in 1944, rotting scenic span now costs $500,000 a year to maintain

By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

group of Mendocino
Coast residents working to save the historic
Albion River Bridge is intensifying its efforts amid plans by
Caltrans to conduct drilling and
seismic exploration in the area
this fall to aid site selection for
a new span.
Though no official decision
has been made to replace the
iconic trestle bridge, Caltrans
representatives said recent
inspections show the existing
1944 structure is deteriorating
quickly, resulting in areas of

timber rot, splits in the wood,
and corrosion of steel bolts and
internal connectors that can
only be replaced if the bridge is
dismantled.
The bridge, listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places last year, is entering a
phase of “exponential decay,”
exacerbated by the harsh
marine environment, Caltrans
officials said.
“It was never made to last
this long,” said Caltrans
engineer and project manager
Frank Demling. “We recognize
that it’s very personal, very
TURN TO BRIDGE » PAGE A2

A close-up of deteriorating metal supports on the Albion River Bridge.

WASHINGTON — Rudy Giuliani, reeling after a chaotic
first week as President Donald
Trump’s lawyer, tried again
Sunday to straighten out his client’s story. But Giuliani raised
new questions about whether
Trump had paid hush money
to other women and suggested the president might invoke the Fifth
Amendment to
avoid testifying
in the special
counsel’s Russia investigation.
Giuliani,
a
Rudy
former federal
Giuliani
prosecutor and
New York City mayor hired by
Trump to smooth communication between the White House
and the special counsel, Robert
Mueller, instead painted Mueller as an out-of-control prosecutor bent on trapping Trump
into committing perjury. The
president, he said, could defy a
subpoena to testify.
“We don’t have to,” Giuliani
said in a rambling, 22-minute interview on ABC’s “This Week”
program. “He’s the president of
the United States. We can assert
the same privileges other presidents have.”
Giuliani, who met with the
special counsel’s office shortly
after joining the legal team last
month, said he and another lawyer, Jay Sekulow, agreed that
the president should not speak
to Mueller. But he acknowledged that he had little, if any,
control over the president, who
TURN TO GIULIANI » PAGE A2
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Cause of tainted lettuce still unknown
Scientists ID Arizona
growing area, but can’t
find actual E. coli source

BY JAN HOFFMAN
NEW YORK TIMES

Scientists searching for a
toxic strain of E. coli that has
raced across 25 states, sickening
121 people and killing one, have
been able to identify the general source as the Yuma, Arizona,
growing region.
But as the outbreak enters its
second month, they still cannot

find the contamination itself —
it could be lurking in the area’s
fields, water sources, harvesting
equipment, processing plants or
distribution centers.
Federal officials predict that
the outbreak, linked to romaine
lettuce, will continue for several
weeks.
It is the largest American
E. coli flare-up since 2006,
when tainted spinach sickened
199 people across 26 states.
The current outbreak, and
particularly obstacles to tracing
it, underscore vulnerabilities in
the monitoring of fresh produce.

“This is an era of big data and
technology — we ought to really
be able to find out which farm a
bag of lettuce came from,” said
Sarah Sorscher, deputy director
of regulatory affairs at the Center for Science in the Public Interest, a consumer group.
Complicating the investigation is the fact that the romaine can come from a variety
of farms and be commingled at
points along the supply chain.
A federal law enacted seven
years ago was intended to prevent such outbreaks — or at
least to shut them down swift-

ly. But rollout has been slowed
by wrangling over compliance
costs and details, and the challenge of training tens of thousands of farmers and facility operators. Standards may not take
full effect for years.
As a result, regulations developed to safeguard fresh produce
delivered to schools, restaurants
and grocery aisles nationwide
are not yet enforced with inspections.
For now, however, most farms
do keep up with federal recomTURN TO LETTUCE » PAGE A2

HAWAII UNDER THREAT:

Dozens of homes destroyed
on Big Island as Kilauea
continues to spew lava;
residents displaced / A6
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